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Context

“

he ffice for ational tatistics
is
the ational tatistical nstitute for the
nited ingdom.
s aim is to support
decision making through the pro ision of
trusted statistics, analysis and research.

o allow
to transform with confidence they
needed to create a compelling and clear ision
for the future, which established an
understandable, and thought pro oking
dialogue across the organization.

ith the world around us changing fast all
public sector organizations operate in an
increasingly dynamic and olatile
en ironment,
is no exception. or
the opportunities posed by the data
re olution are significant and pro ide the
dri e to react to and keep pace with
changes in the economy, society and
technology.
s strategy recognizes the
need to inno ate in order to exceed the
changing needs of its customers, from
o ernment to pri ate sector organizations
and the citizen. his includes tackling the
challenges today and in the future, and
ensuring
not only remains rele ant
but also grows its position as the trusted
source of information and insight about
the
economy and society, in order to
help ritain take better decisions.

n pursuit of this agenda,
approached
ll hange to help create a compelling and
meaningful ision that would be uni ersally
understood and identified with. ro iding a
high le el isual mechanism for guiding
decision making, prioritization and beha ioral
change.

Assignment
n light of the many challenges faced,
statistical organizations around the world
are transforming all parts of their operation.
rom people and products to
processes and systems, and none more so
than
.

o ut o
orking with the senior leadership team,
ll hange pro ided a mechanism that would
help the leadership team articulate the
ision and associated target operating model in
a clear, meaningful, outcome based way.
hrough a series of isualization workshops that
combined expert workshop design with the
right people and knowledge, ll hange helped
the
leadership crystallize the future

“

story

mart uestions teed up rich exploratory
debate, creating an en ironment where
serious business thinking and unrestrained
possibility thinking could co exist. ith the
thinking framed and aligned to ensure that
e eryone was working on the same page.
hrough a well tested and structured
approach the
leadership team were able
to work through some challenging uestions
to de elop a oined up iew of the future
operating model, and to isualize this in a way
that shifted some highly technical concepts
into understandable stories.

“

“

direction in a meaningful
way. he exploratory
process integrated highly
creati e and collaborati e
techni ues and
en ironments to engage
stakeholders, pro ide big
picture understanding,
ignite group genius and
build consensus at pace.

Outcome
he creation of the
isual arget perating
odel has heralded a successful start to a new
chapter of the
ourney.
has a picture of
how it will look and feel in
, how
products, processes, systems and people will
change in response to the e er changing needs
of its customers. s a result of the ll hange
engagement, the following outcomes ha e been
achie ed
•

redible and clear ision for the future that
establishes an understandable and thought
pro oking dialogue across the organization.

•

ractical mechanism to facilitate a senior
leadership strategic discussion that informs
more detailed target operating model
design, planning and implementation.

•

rticulation of the
purpose, ision and
business alue of the new direction for the
next years that the business will clearly
understand at an organizational, team and
indi idual le el.

•

rticulation of a compelling
corporate
story that e eryone can clearly understand,
identify with and belie e in.

•

roduction of an effecti e change model to
engage the wider organization and
communicate the alue of the new
direction growing a coalition of increasing
support from senior sponsors and key
stakeholders.

•

rticulation of a ourney of change that
leads to an engaged and energized
leadership team, with e eryone working on
the same page.
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